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all subsequent Palestinian archaeology.

The first of these was the importance of the "tell", Previous excavators had fre

quently been disappointed by the fact that a place bearing the name of a Biblical city

would prove to have no remains earlier than the time of the Roman Empire. Parttte found the

reason for this. In early days in Palestine it was most vital that a city be capable of

defence. "once it was Always desirable to build it on a hill, provided the hill had a

good source of water on it. Mere walls would be built, and within their confines the street

level would gradua]Irise, since there was no organized method of disposal of rubbish. In

evitably the time would come when an enemy would prove strong enough to conquer and destroy
I

the city. It might have lasted as little as fifty years, or as mush as five hundred.

Eventually either the destroying people, or some later group would desire to build a city

of their own in the neighborhood. Since the number of situations capable of good defense

and containing a suitable source of water was limited, the sa place was apt to be selected

for the new city. The ruins would be flattened down, and new buildings placed on top of

them. The same wall might be repaired and enlarged, or a new one might be constructed.

Thus constantly the hill grew higher, and the inhabitants lived above the ruins of many

previous settlements. This continued until the time of the Roman Empire when the legions

put an end to banditry and established such peace and security as had hardly been known

before. By this time the series of ruins had generally become quite high, and the daily

trip down to the fields in the level country and back to the top of the hill at night was
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